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The 4 proton signals of caffeine, dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, were investigated as
functions of benzene concentrations in a very large concentration range. Shifts of the
4 signals were measured relative to both internal and external reference. Scatchard plots
of the internally referenced data were curved downwards, the degree of curving increasing
from 7-methyl/8-H to 3-methyl to 1-methyl. The 1-methyl plot even showed a maximum
in the observed relative shifts zJ0i which turned to negative values for high benzene
concentrations. Scatchard plots of the externally referenced data were curved upwards.
Applying A U S corrections [1, 8] to both sets of data furnished linear Scatchard plots
for ah signals. The plots for the 4 protons were parallel to one another in case of the
externally referenced data and not parallel for the internally referenced data. Equilibrium
quotients K calculated from the externally referenced data for each of the 4 different
protons were essentially the same. This gives evidence that the system behaves in accord
with the pure 1 : 1 complex model and does not demand the assumption of simultaneous
occurence of higher complexes. The values for K (— .1151/mol), for the 4 apparent
complex shifts (Icpt/K) and for the 4 nuclei specific A U S coefficients a 2 [1, 8] could be
confirmed and somewhat improved by a Creswell-Allred processing of the data including
A U S correction.
The failure of the A U S correction in producing parallel Scatchard plots from internally
referenced shifts is caused by the nonlinear floating with the donor concentration of the
internal reference signal. The cause of this nonlinear behaviour is analyzed, and arguments
are presented that it can be prevented by use of reference substances with only one single
reference group per molecule, i.e. the signal of such an internal reference must not have
its origin in two or more equivalent nuclei groups within the reference molecule.

Introduction
The ability of caffeine to complex with aromatic
molecules and solubility phenomena resulting
thereby have often been the subject of investigations [3]. Some efforts were made to determine
equilibrium quotients for the caffeine complexes, in
particular for the caffeine-benzene complex [3c, 3d],
by applying NMR-shift measurements. Conclusions
about the complex structure were drawn from the
calculated complex shifts ZIAD- Some critical proposals for improved processing of data followed
[4, 5].
In a recent reinvestigation of the caffeine-benzene
complex Andini et al. [6] interpreted their experi* Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H. Stamm.
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mental data on the basis of a simultaneous formation
of 1 : 1 and 1:2 complexes. They computed the values
3.7 and .29kg/mol for the two equilibrium quotients
Qi and Q2, respectively. The upfield complex shifts
were rather small for the 1 : 1 complex, rather large
(.9 ppm) for 7-methyl and 8-hydrogen of the 1 : 2
complex, and negative (downfield!) for 1-methyl of
the 1 : 2 complex.
Independently we have been engaged in the NMR
investigation of the same complex for some years.
Like in all aforesaid NMR investigations we used
carbon tetrachloride as solvent and applied benzene
in the form of C6D6. Our experimental data did not
yield the expected linear and parallel Scatchard
(or Foster-Fyfe) plots. Therefore, we improved the
precision of shift measurements by changing from
a 60 MHz spectrometer with continuous wave
technique to a 90 MHz spectrometer with PFT
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technique and obtained again nonlinear and nonparallel Scatchard plots. This was followed by a
comparative study [5] of the known methods to
determine the complex parameters (equilibrium
quotient K and complex shift A AD) from the experimental data. The methods of Creswell-Allred
(CA) and of Scatchard (Sc) proved to be superior to
those of Hanna-Ashbaugh and Drago, CA being
slightly better than Sc even after elimination of the
Sc inherent approximation error (equating the free
donor concentrations [D]i with the total donor
concentrations [D0]i) by an iteration procedure
(computer program SCIT). Since the conformity of
the results from different methods depended on the
precision of the experimental data (and on the
correctness of the model too), we proposed to verify
actual results, obtained by one method, by repeating
the computations using a different method. In the
same paper we concluded that one should select
molarity (or perhaps mole fraction) and not molality
as dimension of the reactant concentrations.
Next we turned from an internal reference to an
external one. This changed the form of the Scatchard
plots but without yielding linear and parallel plots.
We shall discuss and analyze these results later.
So, apart from the reference problem, we were
convinced of having achieved the necessary correctness and precision, but we did not come to a
satisfactory end until an investigation of other
complexes [7] stimulated a period of reflection which
finally resulted in a paper [8] on the concept of
additional wnspecific shielding (AUS), which separates collision effects from complexation effects.
The AUS concept led to a modified ScatchardFoster-Fyfe equation [1, 8] by taking account of the
unspecificfloatingof the acceptor signals in the free
and in the complexed state by subtracting the terms
ai [D0]i and a2 [D0]i, respectively. The essential
modification consisted in the substitution of
(Aoi - a2 [Do]i) for the experimental shifts A0i of the
original (Scatchard-)Foster-Fyfe equation. The AUS
coefficients ai (free acceptor) and a2 (complexed
acceptor) indicate the probabilities of acceptor
nuclei to be shielded magnetically by noncomplexing
collisions with donor molecules. Thus, their values
vary with the intramolecular position of the investigated nucleus, i.e. ai and a2 are specific for
each acceptor nucleus. a2 can be determined in a
trial procedure by subtracting a term a2 [D0]i from
the experimental shifts A0i. The correct (or best)

nucleus depending a2 affords a linearized Scatchard
plot. The thoroughly investigated caffeine-benzene
complex was the first example to test both the
theoretical concept and the proposal to eliminate
the unspecific effects by a linearization procedure.
We deduced the AUS concept assuming an ideal
reference, i. e. a substance the signal of which does
not alter its position when an aromatic donor is
added. This could be only an external reference,
provided one allows for the susceptibility variations.
We know now that an ideal internal reference, the
shift of which varies ("floats") linearly with the
donor concentration [D0]i, would only have required
a third AUS coefficient and would have led to a
modified Scatchard equation of the same form. On
the other hand, with an external reference, allowance for susceptibility variations is unnecessary as
long as these variations are linear because the
necessary linear correction is included automatically
in the AUS correction [1].
During the development of the AUS concept we
considered the possibility to use different internal
references which were adapted to the particular
acceptor nucleus under investigation. In other
words, such a nucleus specific internal reference
should possess the same behaviour towards additional unspecific shielding by the donor as the
respective acceptor nucleus. Since it seems impossible to find such a specific reference for each
possible acceptor and each observable nucleus of it,
we tried to find internal references which at least
were coarsely adapted to the specific molecular
position of the acceptor nucleus. So, we tried to find
a methyl specific reference substance, particularly
for methyl bound to a sp2 hybridized atom.
For this purpose, we ran one caffeine-benzene
series (series 1) simultaneously versus external
TSPNa (Me3SiCD2CD2C02Na, in D20), internal
TMS, internal cyclohexane (CH), internal f-butylcyclohexane (BUCH, methyl signal only), and internal 1,1-dimethylcyclohexane (DIMCH, methyl
signal only). A second series (series 2) was run
simultaneously versus external TSPNa, internal
TMS, internal 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene (BUET, tbutylethylene, methyl signal only), internal 2bromopropene (BrP, methyl signal only), and
l-chloro-2-methylpropene (CLIB, 1-chloroisobutylene, both methyl signals only). In both series carbon
tetrachloride was used as solvent. Total caffeine
concentration was kept constant for all solutions.

The results and their discussion are the subject of
this paper; its first section deals with the caffeinebenzene complex and the second section with the
reference problem.
Section 1: The Caffeine-Benzene Complex,
Results and Discussion
Table I contains those concentrations of series 1
and 2 which were kept constant. Only the benzene
concentration was varied, ranging from .4 to
Table I. Constant concentrations (mol/1 solution) of
Series 1 and 2. For abbreviations of substance names
see text.
Substance

Concentrations

Series 1

Caffeine
TMS
CH
BUCH
DIMCH

.00805
.00131
.00212
.00203
.00215

Series 2

Caffeine
TMS
BUET
BrP
CLIB

.00805
.00197
.00219
.00204
.00209

10.7 mol/1 in series 1 and from .5 to 10.8 mol/1 in
series 2. Benzene concentrations and experimental
shifts are listed in Table VII. The shift values were
obtained at 90 MHz using a computer capacity
which allowed distinction of .054 Hz.
Shift measurements of the four caffeine signals
versus internal TMS produced the Scatchard plots
shown in Fig. 1 for series 1. The corresponding plots
of series 2 are identical within experimental precision. If enclosed in Fig. 1, they would be indistinguishable from those of series 1. Referring of the
caffeine shifts to the other internal references of
series 1 and 2 resulted in similar shaped Scatchard
plots except referring to BrP and to CLIB. The
different types of Scatchard plots (TMS type, BrP
type, CLIBcig type, vide infra) can be easily understood on the basis of the second section which deals
with the reference problem. The first half of the
7-methyl plot of Fig. 1 can be looked upon as linear
as was reported earlier [3d]. If one ignores the
curved nature of the plots in Fig. 1 and computes
equilibrium quotient K and complex shift ZIAD with
our program SCIT [5], the following results are
obtained (sequence 1-methyl, 3-methyl, 7-methyl,
8-hydrogen): K (1/mol) —0.20; .17; .12; .14; ZJAD

Fig. 1. Caffeine-benzene complex: 1 H - N M R ScatchardFoster-Fyfe plots from relative chemical shifts A0i
determined with reference to internal TMS.
From top to bottom along the ordinate: 8-H, 7-Me,
3-Me, 1-Me. Insert: Enlargement of 3-Me and 1-Me
plots.

(Hz) - ; 21; 149; 137. The corresponding OA treatment [5] yields - ; .22; .13; .15; - ; 18; 145; 131.
Shift measurements of caffeine versus external
TSPNa produced the Scatchard plots shown in
Fig. 2. There is a momentous change in the curvature of all Scatchard plots when going from internal
TMS (or internal CH, BUCH, DIMCH, and BUET)
to an external reference. The plots from internal
referencing are curved downwards and those from
external referencing are curved upwards. This
behaviour is predicted by the AUS concept [8], i.e.
a2 > 0 for external referencing and a2 < 0 for internal
referencing if the AUS effect is stronger for the
internal reference than for the acceptor (i.e. caffeine).
Disregarding the curved nature of the externally
referenced plots we computed the complex para-

additivity of component volume susceptibilities in
mixtures (Table III). We are aware of the uncertainty of this correction but the results of Table III
Table IH. Complex parameters computed from Fig. 2
(series 1, external referencing) after performing corrections for susceptibility variations.
20-

K (1/mol)
Computed
1-Me
3-Me
7-Me
8-H
Computed
1-Me
3-Me
7-Me
8-H
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Fig. 2. Caffeine-benzene complex: iH-NMR ScatchardFoster-Fyfe plots from relative chemical shifts A0i
determined with reference to external TSPNa.
From top to bottom along the ordinate: 8-H, 7-Me,
3-Me, 1-Me.

meters listed in Table II. We recomputed them
after correction of the shift values for susceptibility
variations according to Wiedemann's Law on the
Table H. Complex parameters computed from Fig. 2
(series 1, external referencing) without corrections for
susceptibility variations.
K (1/mol)

JAD (HZ)

Computed
1-Me
3-Me
7-Me
8-H
0-XL

with the program
.022 ± .001
.024 ± .001
.067 ± .002
.074
.U/* ± .002

Sen [5]
277
332
332
305
ow

Computed
1-Me
3-M3
7-Me
8-H

with the program CA [5]
.017
343 ± 1
.019
410 ± 1
.060
359 ± 1
.067
327 ± 1

SDDQ

1.40
2.58
11.46
10.09
.39
.63
3.57
3.37

(HZ2)

J A D (HZ)

with the program
.030 ± .001
.030 ± .001
.074 ± .002
.083 _± .002
with the program
.024
.024
.067
.076

SDDQ

Scit [5]
169
229
284
261
CA [5]
203 ± .7
277 ± .9
303 ± 1.0
275 ± .8

(Hz2)

1.10
2.13
7.68
6.11
.33
.55
2.49
2.15

as compared to the AUS corrections (vide infra)
may give an impression of the relative magnitude
of both corrections. The volume susceptibilities of
benzene (not deuteriated) and of carbon tetrachloride are known, the one of caffeine was calculated approximately. An error of 15% in the volume
susceptibility of caffeine would lead to an error of
.01 % in the volume susceptibility of the solution.
A higher uncertainty in the precision of the shift
corrections may originate from its final calculation
by using the shape factor [9] n 2/3 for the cylindrical
shape of the capillary.
The decisive progress in the treatment of the
experimental data is coupled with the AUS correction [1, 8] which is performed separately and independently for each caffeine signal according to
modification 2 [1] of the Scatchard-Foster-Fyfe
equation:
dpi — a 2 [ P o l l

[55

=

Icpt = K ^JAD.OO

K ( Z l o i — a

2

[ D

0

] i )

+ Icpt

ai — a2
K

The shift data corresponding to Fig. 2 were subjected to computations with our programs S C I T - A U S
[1] (in the tables and figures shortened to Sc-AUS)
and CA-AUS [1]. The resulting Scatchard plots are
shown in Fig. 3. The complex parameters K, lcpt/K
(the exact shifts ZIAD.OO cannot be determined [ 1 , 8 ] ) ,
and a2 are presented in Table IV.
Fig. 3 and Table IV provide a convincing argument in favour of the application of the AUS
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Fig. 3. Caffeine-benzene complex: A U S corrected
Scatchard-Foster-Fyfe plots with external referencing
(plots of Fig. 2 have been subjected to A U S corrections).
Abscissa: d0i—[D0]i,
dimension Hz.
Ordinate: (zJ 0 i—a 2 [D0]i)/[D]i, dimension Hz x 1/mol.
Insert: Enlargement of 3-Me and 1-Me plots.

correction. All Scatchard plots are parallel although
each one has been linearized separately and independently. So, the equilibrium quotients K derived from different signals are the same within the
precision of the method. The values of Icpt/K1 may
Table IV. Complex parameters computed from Fig. 2
(series 1, external referencing) with application of
A U S corrections.
K
(1/mol)

Computed with the program CA-AUS [1]
1-Me .1283
18.0 ± .1 4.09
3-Me .1232
26.3 ± .1 5.12
7-Me .1108
1 6 0 . 0 ± . 2 5.01
8-H
.1153
163.3 ± . 2 4.36

Tab. V. Complex parameters computed for series 2
(external referencing with application of A U S corrections.
K
(1/mol)

Icpt/K [1]
(Hz)

a2
SDDQ
(Hz x 1/mol) (Hz2)

Computed with the program Sc-AUS [1]
1-Me
.0932
25.3
3.89
3-Me
.1110
28.8
5.07
7-Me
.1144
151.7
5.35
8-H
.1246
149.5
4.82

.01
.02
.16
.08

.02

Computed with the program CA-AUS [1]
1-Me
.1023
22.3
3.97
3-Me
.1127
28.4
5.09
7-Me
.1127
154.2
5.28
8-H
.1246
149.6
4.82

.01
.02
.16
.08

.02

Computed with the program Sc-AUS after omission of
points 1 and 2
1-Me
.1130
20.3
4.04
.01
3-Me
.1157
27.6
5.11
.02
7-Me
.1120
155.5
5.23
.15
8-H
.1250
149.2
4.83
.08

Icpt/K [1] a2
SDDQ
(Hz)
(Hz x 1/mol) (Hz 2 )

Computed with the program Sc-AUS [1]
1-Me .1183 ± . 0 0 1 6
19.6
4.04
3-Me .1202 ±.0009
27.0
5.10
7-Me .1122 ±.0004
157.9
5.07
8-H
. 1 1 5 3 ±.0006
163.2
4.36

be regarded as approximations or limiting values
(as long as ai > a2) of the different ZIADS. These
values seem realistic in their magnitude and would
be compatible with a complex structure having the
benzene molecule centered over a point near the
nitrogen atom in position 7 of the caffeine molecule.
The results of Table IV support themselves by
the good correspondence of the complex parameters
computed according to the two different methods
Sc and OA. Particularly for 8-hydrogen both
methods yield identical results and so .115 1/mol is
deemed the best value for K. The saturation fraction [10] ranges from .05 to .56.
The good quality of the results is confirmed by
the corresponding results of series 2 (Table V). In
this series shift scattering seems to be worse than
in series 1. So, the correspondence of the Sc results
and the OA results is not so good as in series 1
(Table IV). Obviously, OA is less sensitive to scattering than Sc (compare reference [5]). The Sc
derived parameters can be improved by omission of
the first two points (lowest benzene concentrations

.01
.09
.11

.01
.09
.11

and smallest shift values) as can be read in the last
four entries of Table V. Particularly the 1-methyl
parameters are improved because 1-methyl shows
the smallest shifts A0i (both a2 and Icpt/K have the
lowest value) and therefore will be influenced most
strongly by a shift error. The resulting relative
error will be larger than for signals with larger
shifts A0i.
A discussion of the a2 values is of interest for the
basic AUS concept. The values of Table IV are
composed of the real AUS coefficient and of a
contribution which has its origin in the susceptibility
variations. This latter contribution is the same for
all signals. Therefore it may be ignored in the
discussion or one may subtract 1.213 which is the
actual factor of the above mentioned susceptibility
corrections (Table III). In both cases the proton
groups of caffeine can be arranged into a sequence
according to the magnitude of a2: 3-methyl and
7-methyl in thefirstplace, 8-hydrogen in the second,
and 1-methyl in the third place. If 1-methyl is
omitted, the relative magnitude of the a2 values is

—c
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Fig. 4. Caffeine-benzene complex: AUS corrected
i H - N M R Scatchard-Foster-Fyfe plots with internal
referencing (plots of Fig. 1 have been subjected to A U S
corrections).
Ordinate and abscissa as in Fig. 3.

as predicted [8] on the basis of molecular positions,
i.e. a2 is larger for the projecting methyl groups
than for the 8-hydrogen. Now, let us consider the
molecular positions in a more detailed way. 3-Methyl
and 7-methyl areflankedby an oxygen atom on one
side, the other side being "wide open", whereas
1-methyl is flanked by an oxygen atom on both
sides so that it is less accessible to collisions than
the two other methyl groups. The 8-hydrogen,
however, only being flanked by a methyl group on
one of its sides, may suffer collisions more easily
than 1-methyl.
Fig. 4 shows AUS corrected Scatchard plots of
shifts referenced to internal TMS. The superiority
of external referencing to internal referencing versus
a reference compound of the usual type is evident.
An explanation for the nonparallel plots of Fig. 4
can be found on the basis of the second section.
Section 2: Structural Requirements on Substances
to Serve as Internal Reference in Investigations of
Weak Complexes
As stated in the introduction, we have tested
some substances for the usefulness as internal reference in this particular kind of investigation. In the
cafifein-benzene series 1 and 2 discussed above we
used very low concentrations of the substances to
be tested (Table I) so that they did not interfere
with the complex reaction. Shifts A0\ of these
potential internal references were referred to external TSPNa. The observed dependences of zlois
on benzene concentration can be seen in Fig. 5
and 6 [11].
In the following discussion (as in the preceding
papers) the term collision is used in the sense that
two molecules approach one another so closely that
the distance between them is small enough to allow
exertion of additional shielding influences.
The methyl shift variations with benzene concentration show an upward curvature for TMS,
BUCH, DIMCH, and BUET. On the basis of the
AUS concept we interpret this behaviour as follows.
Each of these four compounds carries two! or
more methyl groups which are equivalent. So, the
chance for a single methyl group to collide with the
plane of a benzene molecule may vary linearly with
the benzene concentration, but the chance of two or
three undistinguishable methyl groups of a "reference" molecule to collide more or less simultaneously

Fig. 5. Potential internal references: Variation of relative chemical shifts zJ0i with benzene concentration
[D 0 ]i. Shifts have been determined with reference to
external TSPNa.
From top to bottom: B U E T , CH, TMS, B U C H .
The DIMCH plot is not shown because DIMCH plot
and TMS plot are nearly identical.

with more than one benzene molecule in a magnetically shielding manner increases with a higher
order of the benzene concentration. This may be
demonstrated by a simple analysis of collision probabilities. Two undistinguishable methyl groups of
the "reference" molecules R may be labelled Mel
and Me2. The number of collisions of Mel with
benzene molecules in a certain time intervall is
proportional to the product of the concentrations:
ki [R] [PhH]. So, if only Mel would be present in
R, AUS would be proportional to ki [R] [PhH], i.e.
one would observe the linear type of AUS taken as
the basis of the linearizing procedure (AUS correction [1, 8]). The number of collisions with only one
benzene molecule at the same time for both methyl
groups (Mel and Me2) taken together would be
2ki [R] [PhH]. The number of triple collisions, i.e.
simultaneous collisions of Mel with one benzene
molecule and of Me 2 of the same molecule R with
another benzene molecule, is given by k2 [R] [PhH]2
disregarding the spatial requirements for such triple
collisions. Thus, the total additional shift would be
proportional to 2ki [R] [PhH] + k2 [R] [PhH]2.

[D0]i. Shifts have been determined with reference to
external T S P N a .
From top to bottom: C L I Btrans, BrP, CLIBci«.

A similar consideration may hold for the six
methylene groups (or the two sides ?) of CH although certainly with a higher degree of simplification.
BrP and CLIB apparently complex with benzene
as can be deduced from the downward curvature of
the methyl shift variations with benzene concentration (Fig. 6). Very important is the different behaviour of the two methyl groups of CLIB which in the
absence of benzene are isochronous. If one assumes
a dipole-quadrupole or dipole-induced dipole interaction as the driving force for the formation of
these complexes, the chloro atom and the methyl
group eis to the chloro atom should stand away from
the benzene molecule in the complex. Then the
complex shift Aat> for this methyl group (CLIB^)
should be zero or near zero. Consequently, the
susceptibility-corrected shift variations of this
methyl group will be caused solely by the AUS
effect which in this case must be devoid of a nonlinear term and hence show the linear dependence
as actually observed.
Therefore, we believe that generally a properly
selected nonpolar and noncomplexing compound
will show a linear shift dependence on concentration

of aromatics, so that it may be used as internal
reference for investigations of complex equilibria
without any restrictions. One only has to confine
oneself to signals of a single noncoupling group of
nuclei (methyl, methylene, single nucleus etc.) and
one strictly has to avoid signals of equivalent molecular groups. This demand is opposite to the usual
proceeding of aiming at a high number of equivalent
nuclei in a reference molecule in order to get a
strong reference signal. Compounds hke 1-methyladamantane or l-methylbicyclo[2,2,2]octane may
prove useful for the said purpose and may make the
application of an external reference unnecessary
which requires some additional and tedious experimenting as well as allowance for potentially nonlinear susceptibility variations. Of course, the errors
introduced by the usual internal referencing (e.g.
versus TMS or CH) become unimportant with strong
complexes [13], resembhng the varying influence of
errors introduced by AUS into complex investigations. Only investigations of weak complexes require
higher donor concentrations which make the errors
important in both cases.
In a first test of this concept we computed complex parameters of the caffeine-benzene complex
using shifts referred to CLIB^, as internal reference
and obtained the following values of K and Icpt/K
with Sc-AUS: 1-Me .060; 39.1; 3-Me .087; 34.8;
7-Me .110; 155.5; 8-H .121; 152.3. Evidently the
complex parameters derived from 7-methyl and
8-H are in accord with the parameters of Table IV.
The bad conformity of the parameters derived
from the other two methyl groups can be explained
easily. The low concentration of CLIB and the
splitting of its signal into two methyl doublets
caused a strong uncertainty in the shift measurements. The resulting shift errors exert a particular
strong influence on 1-methyl and 3-methyl because
of their small shifts. CA processing of the data again
is less sensitive to experimental errors, this time
rather pronounced as can be seen from the corresponding CA-AUS computed values: 1-Me .106;
19.1; 3-Me .116; 25.0; 7-Me .113; 150.8; 8-H .125;
146.6.
The steeper slope of the CLIB^ plot (note the
different scales of the ordinate in Fig. 5 and 6) as
compared to TMS, CH, BUCH, DIMCH, and BUET
indicates that in these latter "references" with
equivalent methyl or methylene groups a 1 : 1 collision shields only a part of the equivalent groups of

the respective reference molecule, in a simplified
view only one of these groups (as discussed above).
We may illustrate this by the following example.
Suppose that in a certain moment two reference
molecules out of ten colhde with a benzene molecule
in a shielding manner. Then in case of a reference
substance with only one methyl group, 20% of all
methyl groups are shielded additionally, and in case
of a reference substance with two equivalent methyl
groups only 10% of all methyl groups.
In a simple quadratic regression analysis we have
estimated the regression of the shifts Fig. 5 and 6)
upon benzene concentration by use of equation (1).
Aoi = q [PhH]2 + r [PhH] -f s

(1)

The results are reproduced in Table VI. In all cases
except CLIB and BrP, the reference signals stem
from two, three, four or six equivalent proton
groups and show variations with benzene concentrations which can be described fairly well by a
quadratic function with a remarkably constant
linear coefficient r. For CLIB^ r increases and q
Table V I . Internal references from Fig. 5 and 6.
Quadratic regression of shifts A0i upon benzene concentration by use of equation (1).

TMS1»
TMS 0
CH
BUCH
BUCHd
DIMCH
BUET
BrP
CLIBct« e
CLIBfran«

q
r
s
Hz x l2/mol2 Hz x 1/mol Hz

Average
error
xofzJ oi a ,
Hz

.041
.044
.055
.036
.038
.042
.050
-0.035
-0.009
-0.054

.034
.036
.045
.053
.036
.047
.026
.142
.080
.176

4.901
4.889
4.987
4.849
4.834
4.857
5.203
9.163
7.225
9.814

.041
-0.036
.042
.022
.026
.050
-0.008
.194
.060
.288

a
See reference [5]; b series 1 ; c series 2; d after
omission of point 5 of the series; e eis and trans refer
to the chloro atom of C L I B .

goes near zero, its difference from zero probably
being caused by shift scattering of the signal which
is split into a narrow doublet. The influence of such
scattering may be recognized from the two TMS
results and from the two BUCH entries in Table VI.
The behaviour of the BrP and of the CLIBiron,
signals cannot be described by quadratic functions
as well as the behaviour of the other substances of
Table VI. Their shift variations with benzene con-

Table V I I . Benzene concentrations (mol/1 solution) and solute shifts A0i (Hz) versus external TSPNa.
Aoi

0 for [PhH] = 0.

Series 1:
[PhH]

Caffeine
1-Me
3-Me

7-Me

8-H

.454
.816
2.153
3.144
4.317
5.295
6.546
7.600
8.558
9.668
10.284
10.797

2.82
5.05
12.69
18.02
24.13
28.91
35.01
39.99
44.36
49.42
52.33
54.64

9.97
17.36
41.56
56.93
73.62
85.66
100.04
111.17
120.71
131.10
136.77
141.28

10.05
17.67
41.91
57.04
73.09
84.77
98.66
109.52
118.46
128.16
133.25
137.59

3.70
6.59
16.54
23.44
31.19
37.46
45.30
51.65
57.26
63.72
67.37
70.29

TMS

CH

BUCH

DIMCH

2.27
4.11
10.79
15.85
21.98
27.12
33.86
39.66
44.91
51.15
54.78
57.72

2.30
4.19
11.04
16.29
22.64
27.92
35.04
41.09
46.70
53.27
57.17
60.28

2.21
4.03
10.63
15.60
21.76
26.66
33.31
38.95
44.11
50.19
53.76
56.62

2.27
4.06
10.71
15.77
21.87
26.96
33.64
39.39
44.64
50.88
54.53
57.48

TMS

BUET

BrP

CLIB

eis

trans

2.35
5.35
10.54
16.24
22.22
27.89
33.58
39.88
48.27
51.73
54.12
57.92

2.57
5.70
11.26
17.36
23.76
29.82
35.89
42.66
51.62
55.36
58.00
62.07

4.72
10.21
19.78
29.38
39.68
49.20
58.08
68.14
80.96
86.01
89.75
95.28

3.70
7.97
15.28
23.40
31.50
39.15
46.71
54.68
65.35
69.69
72.61
77.06

5.09
11.16
20.89
31.86
42.17
52.12
61.72
72.06
85.14
90.70
94.49
100.32

Series 2:
[PhH]

Caffeine
1-Me
3-Me

7-Me

8-H

.496
1.091
2.112
3.240
4.388
5.454
6.489
7.645
9.126
9.738
10.157
10.815

3.04
6.58
12.47
18.49
24.42
29.76
34.85
40.27
47.17
49.94
51.87
54.84

10.76
22.75
40.87
58.30
73.86
87.47
99.51
111.75
126.43
131.96
135.89
141.72

11.07
23.19
41.36
58.69
73.88
86.65
98.22
109.88
123.68
128.96
132.42
137.95

4.00
8.67
16.24
24.05
31.63
38.48
45.02
52.00
60.83
64.29
66.80
70.54

centration, when referred to external TSPNa (Fig. 6),
indicate complex foimation. Accordingly the following complex parameters (K, Icpt/K, a2, SDDQ)
could be computed from these data with CA-AUS.
For BrP: .190; 5.96; 8.45; .172. For CLIB trang : .180;
9.67; 8.68; .136. CA-AUS treatment of the corresponding CLIBCig data yielded K = 0.
Finally we may emphasize that TMS as well as
CH, which have often been used in NMR investigations of complexes, are bad internal references for
very weak complexes and that it is an idle question
which one may be better. The conclusion [12] that
TMS complexes with benzene cannot be confirmed.
Experimental Section
Caffeine (EuropeanPharmacopoeia) was recrystallized from water and dehydrated at 115 °C. CCI4
and CeDö (99.5% deuteriated) were Uvasol quality

( > 99.7%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Reference
substances were purchased from Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany (TMS, TSPNa-d4, CH), Aldrich, Beerse.
Belgium (BrP, BUET, DIMCH), and EGA-Chemie,
Steinheim/Albuch, Germany (BUCH, CLIB).
iH-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
HX 90-E spectrometer combined with Nicolet
BNC-12 computer using PFT technique (50 to
200 scans). The magnet field was locked to the D 2 0
signal of the TSPNa capillary. The probe temperature was kept constant at 28.8 ± .1 °C and was
controlled with a gauged thermometer. High precision sample tubes were purchased either from
KONTES NMR products (K-897 235 Ultra Precision
NMR Sample Tube, Grade VI) or from WILMAD
Glass Company (527-PP Royal Imperial). Precision
capillaries were purchased from WILMAD (520-2).
The TSPNa concentration of the capillary was
.0138 mol/1 solution in D 2 0.
For each series we prepared a pair of stock solutions in CCI4. Each pair was identical in concentrations of caffeine and internal references, it differed

in benzene concentration, which was zero in one
stock solution and very high in the second stock
solution. For each probe precisely measured volumes
(Hamilton syringe) of the corresponding two stock
solutions were mixed. Both partial volumes were
checked by their weights and the densities of the
stock solutions. Experimental density values and
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